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Two concepts simplifying the inner structure of uniform spaces are examined, namely 
Ginsburg-Isbell concept of local fineness and that of functional lI>cal fm~~nessdue: to Z. FroKk (for 
definitions see below). It is shown that these two concepts are c:quivalent. Some information on 
Gir.?burg-Isbell derivatives of metric spaces and on the construction of locally fine coreflection is 
obtained. 
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There are two definitions of local fineness in uniform spaces. The first one is the 
@ir?sburg-Isbell definition of locally fine spaces (LF), which are studieo in Isbell’s 
book 121. 1 
Recall that a uniform space X is said tti Le locally fine if all covers of t 
( ) * {U,~V~;UEA,E&}, where{U,;aEA}and{V~;bH&} 
are uniform covers of X. Further for a uniform space, X the Ginsburg-Isbell 
derivative X(l) of X is a quasiuniformity formed by all covers of the form ( *) (i.e. 
ia locally fine iff X == . For an ordinal number Q’ we denote X(O+l” =:: (X4a))(1) a 
for QC limit X(“) = 1-J ( (@I; p < cu}. It gives a method for the construction of locall~~ 
fine coreflection A (for details see [2]). 
The other concept isI a (concept of functionally local 
:/xolik). With X, 1” uniform 
iuniformly continous (U 
restriction of f to any member of % is uniformly continuous. Call 
’ This worlk was done: during the 2nd It;d nt . 
a 
spyes and the corresponding ccrreflection cdn be constructed a-gain by a transfinite 
procedure, but pIa_ --A +hesuccessive. constructs are uniformities (cf. [6]). 
Obviously LF spaces are F’LF. IIere we shall prove the converse. ?‘he proof 
d!ependT on a careful use of bases of coverings by balls, in one pllaca=: anti an normal 
families of locally finite coveririgs in another place, 
This result gives the possibility to construct h via unifornities. Thl: question, 
whether such a possibility exists, is stated in [2]. Another solution of this problem 
was suggested by 2. Frolik in [l]. Some results and problems on @sinsnurg-Isbell 
derivatives will be mentioned in the Remark 5. 
For a uniform space X we call a system x of covers X-ULW 
(unifformly locally uniform) if there is a uniform cover V of X such that for all 
% E X the restriction % 1 V is uniform for all V E Y’. 
Proof. It is obvious from th:: definition thaw the identical mapping from FLF(X) 
into x is ULLJC, hence uniformly continulaus. 
rk. From the lemma we immediarcly obtain that X is F’LF if and only if 
each X-I!LU uniformity is coarser than X. 
Let X be (2 metric uniform space with the bounded me,tric p G I. For any 
ordina; number CY the space X(“) is a wiform space with bnsrs 33., alf uniform covers 
fulfil!Srg the f&wing conditions : 
(i) Each % cz 9, is of the form {K, ; x E X}, whew tall K, LW* p- balls with the 
center in x. 
!ij! [=:..%- ; x e X) E SBa for {K, ; x E A’} E Ba and E positivtr rergl number. 
(iii) %r Q! nonlimit, 42=p+1, % = (KS 1 x (5 X} EI CB,%, the system 
{(4Kx 1 x E JT}; E > 0) is Xc@) -uniformly bcaliy uniform. 
We shall prove the lemma using transfinite induction. 
The case a = 0 is obvious. 
Let cy = p + 1. We take a typical cover (K, f7 Lz? of Xtar), where {KJ E BP anrl for 
alid choose a ball C’,, with the center y having the following proper+s: 
asis ‘for X(“I ’ fullfilling (i) and (ii), 
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7”ilP vs,ocond property also implies that it is a uniformity. The: vaiidity of (iii) is also 
evident from the construction. For cy a Emit ordinal we put 53, = uflzs BP and the 
conditions (i) ;md (ii) are trivia 
The result that for X metric each X@) i s 2 uniformity is a generalisa- 
tion of the thee:lrem of [a], where the result is proved for ~a! = 1. On the other hand 
there are uniform spaces, derivatives of which are not uniformities. Namely it is 
prov~.~d in [3] that the derivative of XA is a urGformity far each cardinal A iff the 
;Iniformity of X has a point-finite base (and uniformities without pciint-finite base 
really exist, see [4, 51). It suggests the following problems: 
Given a uniform space X. 
1) What is the least. cardinal A such that Ginsburg-Isbell derivative of X” is not 
a uniformity? 
2) What is the least ordinal number Q! such that X(“’ is a uniformity? 
It seems that these “characteristic numbers” may indicate the compfiexity of a 
uniform space. 
6. Proposition. FLF(X) = XX for % metrisabie. 
Proof. The identity from FLF(X) onto X is uniiormly continuous. Suppose Xca) is 
coarser than FLF(X) for some @, ca! = p + 1. Take (3% from !B*, then the system {c:% ; 
c Ml) is an X @‘-ULW uniformity, hence by Lemma 2 % is a uni.form covet of 
FL_{X), hence Xta) is coarser thar, FLF(X). If the system of uniformities is coarse? 
than FLF(X), so their infimum is, hence the limit step of induction is obvious. In 
con&sion we have that AX is ctDarser than FLF(X), hence ;hey are equal. 
7. coroniary. FLF spazces have the base with point-finite, covers. ’ 
Prd. lsbell proves in his book [a] that AM is (topologically) fine for At complete 
metrisable. -4dding the resuft of the Proposition 6, we obtain that ‘FLF(M) is 
topo!ogically fine for M complete metrisable, so the cotnpletion of’ any FLF space is 
a projective limit of fine space;, hence it (and its subspace) Ilas a point-finite base. r 
8. Lemma, Let X be Q unifo*rm space, ‘V = {vi ; i E I) a point-finite un,ijo,rm cmer. 
There is a uniform cover 9 = (P, ; t E T} staw~efinintg ?J-such 
htersectircg only a pi& nudw of members of “cr, intersecrls only Q fide ni&der of 
members of 9. 
. Take 8 uniform cover 9 = 
v:X-,_‘suc’h that v(x)E§(~). 
It is evident that I(Qj) II t$Qj). J(Qj) is finite, hence t)(Qi) is. 
So P star-refj ales V’, On the other hand take a subset A of IC intersecting only a 
finite number 4‘ I’ members of $/: A n Pl# 8 im@~ that A Tt ‘c? # 
hence there ark,% only finitely many ‘s intersecting A. 
5 MS lemma generalizes the fact that pint nite: uniform covers of a 
uniform space f~:~*rn a uniformity. Namely if V is a uniform cover and each member 
of a uniform COY x Y’ meets only a finite number of memZ: ers of V, then there is a 
normal sequemx { Vn}z= J iof uniform covers with VI = V 1 i.e. Vn,l star-refines Vn 
for all n), such titr (Iit each member of %V meeks only a finite n umber of Vn for all ~1. 
L t T = {Vi} be a uniform cover of a unifom I ~space -X9 9 a covat c3f X 
IWl sn dX2Ch Vi. If { Wr} is dl UYJifO?TB cover f?f X SUCh that &ZCh W, 
intersects only a + dte number of Vi 3, then 5b is ranifbrm l NZ ecach W,. 
Obvious, 
Ler Y be a uniform space with the paint-finite base and let P = 
an X 1llJLU cover. Let furthazr ‘W = {WC} be a uniform cover oj’X such 
interm:ts only a finite numbler of ‘T/:3. Then t,kere is an X-ULU cover 
22 = (Uj f7 L y} SW’F I’hat 9 * -C 9 and each W, intersects only a finite number of Ui 3. 
The proof is tz rxt’ I ; I z Gpplication of the procedure in [Z, p. 1251 and Remark 8. 
‘* I II. c FL !d spaces are luc*aZly fine. 
Let X be J’1. F. In view of the CorsIIary 7 X has $3 point-finite base. Take 
n 6, F} an ;‘11,’ ’ I_  cover, where ( Vi} is point-finite. P is a firs; member af some 
normal sequence 0’1” t.3:overs (Lemma lI), each of them bGng uniform on each Vj 
1 q sence is a basis for an X-ULU uniformity, hence by Lemma 2 
To X is 1ocalHy fine. I 
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